Prediction of pressure drop across orifice using MATLAB and 2D analysis of flow through it using CFD
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Abstract—Pressure drop is predicted across the orifice when atmospheric air is flowing through it at different flow rate. For this purpose MATLAB code is created. Experimental data of pressure drop is compared with the output of MATLAB code. Values of experimental and calculated pressure drop are nearly same. This MATLAB code is useful to predict the pressure drop. To analyze the flow through orifice ANSYS FLUENT is used for CFD analysis. k-epsilon model is used to simulate turbulence flow in axisymmetric orifice. CFD results demonstrate the following parameters: axial velocity profile, static pressure, and contour of velocity inside the orifice. Numerical result matches with experimental one.
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INTRODUCTION
Orifice is fundamental geometry which is used in many engineering applications such as air filter assembly, gas pipelines etc. It can be also used for calibration of test setup. Experiment is conducted on sudden expansion geometry which is made up of aluminum at various flow rate.

GEOMETRY OF ORIFICE

Fig. 1. Cross section of orifice

Fig. shows orifice cross section. The orifice geometry consist of a cylindrical tube of length L1=0.96” with diameter d=1.5” and L2=16.58” with diameter D=4”. Value of diameter at upstream is 2.34” with cone angle 51.74 degree.
TEST CONDITIONS

Test are conducted at different flow rate i.e. 100 cfm, 150.1 cfm and 201.2 cfm. While testing temperature was 29.2°C with barometric pressure 953 milibar. Value of relative humidity was varying between 60.7% - 60.2%.

CALCULATION OF PRESSURE DROP

To calculate pressure drop across the orifice MATLAB code is created. It includes calculation of density, velocity at different sections, Reynolds number, and loss due to conical entrance, sudden expansion loss and finally pressure drop calculation. Friction losses are neglected. Generated MATLAB code is given below.

```
% upstream & downstream diameter, flow rate, temperature, Relative
% humidity, Restriction at downstream, Barometric pressure, Inlet pressure
% are required as input parameter.
clc
d=input('Enter the value of orifice diameter [inch]       :');
D=input('Enter the value of pipe diameter [inch]      :');
teta=input('Cone angle in degree                         :');
cd=input ('Cone diameter [inch]                                 :');
q=input('Flow rate [cfm]                                  :');
T=input ('Enter the value of temperature [degree Celsius]%d  :');
F=input('restriction at downstream [millimeter of water column :]');
RH=input('Relative humidity %                          :');
BP=input('Barometric pressure [milibar]               :');
d=(d*0.0254);% inch to meter
D=(D*0.0254);
cd=(cd*0.0254);
A=((pi/4)*D*D);%area calculation
Ad=((pi/4)*d*d);
Acd=((pi/4)*cd*cd);
q=((q*1.699)/3600); % cfm to m^3/s
RH=RH/100;
BP=BP*100; % millimeter to Pa
Vcd=q/Acd;% velocity calculation
V1=q/Ad;
V2=q/A;
m=0.017362065;
a=393;
b=(T+273)+120;
mi=m*(a/B)*(T+273)/(273)^1.5;% dynamic viscosity calculation
mi=mi*10^-3;% cP to kg/ms
Recd=(cd*Vcd*rho)/mi;
fprintf('
 Reynolds number based on cd = %f',Recd);
Rel=(d*V1*rho)/mi;
fprintf('
 Reynolds number based on d = %f',Rel);
Re2=(D*V2*rho)/mi;
fprintf('
 Reynolds number bases on D = %f',Re2);
```
hteta=(K1*V1*V1)/(2*g); % pressure loss due to conical section
F=(F*100)/(10.19744);
actualp=BP-F;
rho=(actualp-(4260.96*RH))/((287.05*(273.15+T)))+(2344.217*RH)/((461.49*(273.15+T))); % density calculation
hl=(K*V2*V2)/(2*g); % loss due to sudden expansion
p1=BP-hteta;
p2=((p1/(rho*g))+(((V1*V1)-(V2*V2))/(2*g))*rho*g)-hl;
P=p2-p1; % pressure drop
cf=(293/(273+T))*(BP/101325); % correction factor
hteta=hteta/(25.4*9.8);
P=P/(25.4*9.8); % Pa to inches of water column
P=(P*cf)+hteta;
fprintf('%nPressure difference [inches of H20] =%f',P);

COMPARISION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED VALUE

Experimental pressure drop value is compared with calculated value which is obtained from MATLAB code. Comparison table is given below

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate (cfm)</th>
<th>Pressure difference experimental (inches of water)</th>
<th>Pressure difference MATLAB (inches of water)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>3.2851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150.1</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>7.3059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201.2</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>12.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between Experimental and calculated value of pressure drop

From the comparison table and graph it can be observed that experimental and calculated value of pressure drop approximately equal. This means generated MATLAB code can be used to predict the pressure drop across orifice for given conditions. To understand the
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behavior of the flow inside orifice CFD analysis is done.

**CFD ANALYSIS OF FLOW THROUGH ORIFICE**

Computational fluid dynamics had been spearheading science and technology progression by being cost effective, determining solutions for complex design challenges, incorporation of advanced. For orifice, 2D CFD analysis is done by using ANSYS FLUENT 14.0. Design Modeler is used to create 2D geometry of orifice. Proper meshing is important to analyze flow correctly. To capture the two-dimensional flow inside the domain with reasonable accuracy, one needs good quality mesh. ANSYS ICME is used for this purpose. Also while meshing named creation is done to ease boundary conditions.

Mesh details: Domain- surface_body, Nodes -38460, Elements-18520. Generally orthogonal quality ranges from 0 to 1, where value close to zero corresponds to low quality. Generated mesh quality is 0.81 which is good.

Turbulence Model: Standard (k-ε) turbulence model is used over than other turbulence model as it can predict boundary layer under strong adverse pressure gradients or separation. Rotational flow and recirculation can be exactly model by this model. Standard (k-ε) turbulence uses two partial differential equations to estimate the velocity and length scales and hence it is commonly known as two-equation model of turbulence.

Boundary conditions: For inlet, velocity boundary condition is used with gauge pressure value is equal to zero and velocity is taken from output of MATLAB code. Turbulence specifications are given with turbulence intensity and hydraulic diameter. Turbulence intensity is calculated Reynolds number i.e. $0.16 \left(\text{Re}^{1/8}\right)$. FPR center axis boundary condition is suitable. At outlet, pressure outlet is used with gauge pressure value equal to pressure drop value which has been derived from experiment.

**RESULTS & DISCUSSION**

CFD Analysis was carried out with different flow rate CFD Simulation shows pressure drop across the orifice system increases as the engine rpm increase. CFD results show very good correlation with testing result. Pressure plots, streamlines, velocity vectors are created graphically.

![Fig.3 a) Axial velocity at flow rate 100 cfm](image1)

![Fig 3 b) Axial velocity at flow rate 150.1 cfm](image2)
From these graphs, analysis of axial velocity inside the orifice can be done properly. It can be observed that axial velocity first increases from conical section to orifice diameter. Then due to sudden expansion velocity decreases. Axial velocity is minimum at the section of large diameter. Velocity calculated at the output from MATLAB code matches with CFD results.

Value of static pressure:

Fig 3 c) Axial velocity at flow rate 200.1 cfm

Fig. 4 a) Static pressure at 100 cfm

Fig. 4 b) Static pressure at 150.1 cfm
Behavior of static pressure can be observed clearly. Maximum pressure is at inlet and it reduces due to decrease in diameter. Again due to sudden expansion value of static pressure increases. Contour of velocity streamline is generated for the flow rate of 100 cfm. It is maximum just after expansion.

It also matches with PIV experiment (Hammad et al., Experiments in Fluids, 1999, 26:266-271). It can be seen that the numerical result agree with the experiment one.
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CONCLUSION

As stated earlier, the objective of this study is to predict the pressure drop across orifice which is achieved by creating the MATLAB code. Numerical result agree with experiment one. Analysis of flow is done by ANSYS FLUENT. Axial velocity at various section and value of static pressure at center is studied. Contour of velocity streamline matches with PIV experiment (Hammad et al., Experiments in Fluids, 1999, 26:266-271).
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